




Chai Ming Studios presents our iconic 
collection.  Our values—transcendent design, impeccable 
craftsmanship, quality service—are manifest in every detail of every piece.

Each piece presents a true collaboration between designer, craftsman 
and client, with an unwavering devotion to materials, process and artistry. 
We offer refined, bespoke furniture pieces inspired by the international 
community, extraordinarily executed by hand using traditional methods. 

We embrace juxtapositions and the unexpected, celebrating textures 
and finishes while honoring classic designs. 

We intend this compilation to provide a starting point for designers so  
that we can work together to create design solutions for any project.  
We are committed to establishing exchanges that further designers’ 
visions, extending our approach and sharing our experience. We value 
relationships, whether with a customer or a supplier in our broad network. 
We honor the smallest detail and the elegant whole—to us, they are 
equally essential.

Please join us. 
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CAMPBELL BENCH

Shown in: 
COM with Mirror Polished Bronze and Midnight Lacquer bases

84”W x 18”D x 15”H
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              An iconic Chai Ming Studios piece, 
 meticulously tailored and
                            expressive of its craftsmanship. 
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TIVOLI CONSOLE

Shown in: 
Hand Rubbed Bronze frame with Patera Limestone top

61”W x 16”D x 32”H
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Shown in: Petro Bronze base with Juniper Blue Cast Glass top



GEM TABLE

Shown in: 
Polished Bronze and Petro Bronze bases with Clear, Juniper Blue, Smoke, 
and Olive Smoke Cast Glass tops

12”W x 11.5”D x 21”H
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PARIS COCKTAIL TABLE

Shown in: 
Brushed Bronze frame with Starfire Glass top and Patera Limestone shelf

60”W x 30”D x 17”H
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Shown in: Dark Bronze frame with Nordic Black Polished 

Granite shelf



                          Time tells the Chai Ming Studios story,
                as use reveals the true artistry and
                                                                     quality of each piece.
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Shown in: Dark Bronze base with Smoke Cast Glass top



ALTER OCCASIONAL TABLE

Shown in: 
Brushed Bronze frame with Clear Cast Glass top

14.75”W x 14.75”D x 22.25”H
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EMPEROR SOFA

Shown in: 
COM with Umber Walnut frame

108”W x 36”D x 30.5”H
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Shown in: Dark Bronze frame with Starfire Glass top and 

Nordic Black Antique Granite shelf



ION COCKTAIL TABLE

Shown in: 
Polished Stainless Steel frame with Starfire Glass top and 
Patera Limestone shelf

60”Dia x 12.75”H
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Shown in: COM with Blackened Forged metal frame



THORNET LOUNGE CHAIR

Shown in: 
COM with Blackened Forged metal frame

29”W x 32.5”D x 32.25”H
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AURORA CREDENZA

Shown in: 
Hand-Gouged Black Indigo Lacquer case with 
Polished Stainless Steel base

96”W x 18.75”D x 33.5”H



Chai Ming Studios offers incomparable  
luxury seating, tables and case goods.
Our designs fuse styles and periods, for matchless versatility. We 
preserve tradition with exemplary handmade craftsmanship and 
unparalleled service. 
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Shown in: Hand-Gouged Dove Lacquer case with Gunmetal base         

Right: Hand-Gouged Black Orchid Lacquer case with Stainless Steel base
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Design that transcends time, for a lifetime.


